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Utopia Distopia

Injections
Take away
sadness

Injections take 
away
happiness

Take away 
feelings
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I am in charge

I control everything

Everyone
obeys
me.

Ever one
gets along.

A perfect world is one in which I am am 
completely in control although everyone is 
happy.  In my perfect world I am completely in 
charge of everything.  It is important to 
understand that everyone will obey me.  In my 
perfect no one would sick,and everyone would 
get along everyone is happy.  My perfect 
world would be similar to the one in The Giver.

Topic sentence

Everyone is
healthy

Everyone is
happy.

My Perfect 
World
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Relating factor

messy thinking

messy room

disorganized thought

disorganized clothes
as 

is obvious because of
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My Perfect
World

I am in total control

Everyone obeys me

I control everything

Everyone is happy

Everyone is healthy

In my perfect world, I would be in total control.  In the story The Giver the elders were in total control. 
The other people in the community did not know that but they seemed happy to have many decisions 
made for them.  The judged in the Twilight episode, "The Obsolete Man" was also part of a group of 
leaders who were in complete control.  I realize that the librarian did not agree with their decision but the 
community seemed to run smoothly.  Lastly, in the story, "Sand Castles", the grandmother had to sign up 
to take her grandchildren to the beach.  This seems to show that there was even control over where 
people went if they left their communities.  

In my perfect world everyone obeys me since I am in complete control.  In The Giver, the elders are 
obeyed without question.  For example, in the ceremony where eighteen year old members of the 
community are assigned jobs, nobody ask why each person was assigned a particular job.  In the 
story, "Sand Castles", no one seems to ask why they need to sign up for the bus.  This shows that the 
community is not 


